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THE ROLE OF VALUES IN FORMING THE MIND OF YOUTH

Abstract:  Studying the topic of values as a scientific object of philosophical

research  and mastering  the  knowledge gathered in  this  direction  helps  to  form a

modern worldview and scientific thinking. A comprehensive and deep analysis of

current  issues  in  this  field,  issues  of  improving  the  existing  value  system  have

become one of the current topics in this regard.
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РОЛЬ ЦЕННОСТЕЙ В ФОРМИРОВАНИИ МОЛОДЕЖИ

Аннотация: Изучение  темы  ценностей  как  научного  объекта

философского  исследования  и  освоение  полученных  в  этом  направлении

знаний способствует формированию современного мировоззрения и научного

мышления.  Одной  из  актуальных  тем  в  этом  плане  стал  комплексный  и

глубокий анализ текущих проблем в этой сфере, вопросы совершенствования

существующей системы ценностей.

Ключевые  слова: общество,  реформы,  ценности,  общечеловеческие

ценности, национальные ценности.

The  system  of  values  and  topics  related  to  it  are  a  component  of  distant

historical processes, like a person himself, a unique phenomenon of social reality that

began to form with the emergence of society. It is a general law of development that

each historical stage, any period of human life has its own values and value systems,

and that this factor is of great importance in the history and destiny of states and

nations.  This  law  attracts  the  attention  of  scholars  and  thinkers,  scientists  and

specialists both in the past and in the present.  In this regard, many doctrines and

theories have been created, various views and approaches have been formed.

Summarizing various theories and approaches in this field, in turn, in the process
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of  social  development,  along  with  the  transition  of  society  from  one  stage  of

development to another, as well as in all areas of life, the existing value system also

undergoes unique changes and updates. indicates that it is a general process related to

the front.

Even today, when the world is becoming globalized and the scope of various

problems related to it is expanding, this general axiological law is being implemented

and it  is manifested as an important component of the development of the whole

humanity on the one hand, and on the other hand, the life of Uzbekistan, which is

becoming  more  and  more  modern.  .  At  the  same time,  the  instabilities  in  some

regions of the world are intensifying and the problems related to the spiritual crisis

are becoming more and more acute, causing a rapid change in the universal value

system in which the age-old traditions of the peoples of the world prevail. is dying.

On the other hand , attention is being paid to scientific research related to the general

laws  and  its  national  characteristics,  which  ensure  the  intensive  impact  of  such

complex socio-axiological processes on the global value system and the existing set

of values in our country.

As the President's  speech at  the 72nd session of  the  UN General  Assembly

emphasized , "Uzbekistan is rapidly developing today. Following the wise traditions

of our ancestors, we are carrying out strict reforms, and we are on the way to form a

new image of our country. Political activity is increasing in our society, deep reforms

are being implemented in all spheres. Their goal is to establish a democratic state and

a  just  society,  where  the  implementation  of  the  simple  and  clear  principle  that

"human interests are above all else" is of primary importance.

of  the  President  of  the  Republic  of  Uzbekistan  dated  July  28,  2017  "  On

increasing  the  effectiveness  of  spiritual  and  educational  work  and  raising  the

development of the sector to a new level" No. PQ-3160 dated May 31 , 2017 "Culture

and PQ-3022, dated August 14, 2018 , "On measures for the further development and

improvement of the field of art" "  Education of young people with spiritual, moral

and  physical  perfection,  and  the  system  of  providing  them  with  education  and

training" "Resolutions and decrees of PQ-3907 on measures to raise the quality to a
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new level " and Addresses of the Head of State to the Oliy Majlis in 2017 and 2018

are also a methodological basis for understanding the nature of issues in this direction

and setting urgent tasks no doubt. [ 1.B. 1 0] 

Researching the objective regularities  and specific  features of  the process of

changing and renewing the general value system specific to the life of our country

today in all spheres of life as a socio-philosophical special topic is the realization of

these methodological  sources and historical documents. serves.  In this regard,  the

need to deeply study the impact of the global axiological processes that are taking

place in an extremely complex manner on the system of spiritual and educational

values  typical  of  today's  Uzbek  society,  and  to  find  effective  solutions  to  the

problems arising in this field is increasing. , the tasks of systematic research of issues

in this direction are becoming extremely urgent.

In order to further increase the effectiveness of the reforms in this direction in

order to create a new image of our country, there is a need for holistic conceptual

scientific developments to further improve the existing value system and optimize its

renewal  mechanism.  The  need  to  develop  innovative  approaches  and  practical

proposals and recommendations for their implementation is also increasing.

our Honorable President Sh . Mirziyoev specifically stated in his Address to the

Oliy Majlis of 2017: "Today, we are focused on radical renewal of all spheres of state

and community life we are moving to the path of innovative development. It's not for

nothing, of course. Because in today's fast-paced world, who wins? The state that

relies on a new idea, a new idea, and innovation will win. Innovation is the future. If

we start building our great future today, we should start it on the basis of innovative

ideas and an innovative approach. [ 2.B. 3 8]

   Separately to emphasize independence , of course during our society spiritual

and educational values in the system happened gave updates of the process directions

and main principles analysis to do directed systematic studies   of our country  this

direction  leader   scientific  centers  and  higher  education  institutions  has  been

Uzbekistan national  University ,  Samarkand State  University ,  Republic  Spirituality
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center , " Social Fikr Center ( Uzbekistan ) , Uzbekistan philosophers national society

such as university and scientific centers by done is increasing .

Current  period  in  our  country  values  of  the  subject  different  issues  to  learn

dedicated studies between  XS h aikhova , O'. Abilov , T. Komilova , Q. Nazarov , M.

Jakbarov , A. Erkaev , B. Ochilova , R. Rozieva , Sh .  Oripov ,  A. Haydarov such as

scientists and of experts research too important important have is happening This on the

front especially T.Abdullaev 's " Marriage in the field universal and national values

dialectic  ",  A.Yunusov's  "  Democratic  society  and  spiritual  values  in  development

nationality  and of  humanity  mutually  connection  ",  Q.Nazarov's  "  Values  system :

stability and changes dialectic ", R. Rozieva's " Society spiritual in the update national

and universal values harmony formation issues " topic doctorate  and A. Khaidarov's "

Uzbekistan  society  political  in  culture  national  spiritual  of  values  place  ”,  A.

Abdirazzokov's “ Milliy spiritual values and them of the people identity in the sense of

place and importance ” and  A.Muratboeva's  "  People's  moral values  and them of

Uzbekistan  spiritual in recovery on the topic of "importance " .  candidacy dissertations

separately our emphasis it is necessary Of these all of them spiritual and educational

The fact that the value system and the issues and problems related to them are among

the topics that scientists and specialists of the world and our country are focused on

indicates that a lot of research is being conducted in this direction. At the same time,

aspects related to the further improvement and effective implementation of the new

value system that is being formed in Uzbekistan at the present time, issues related to

innovative renewal processes in this area are a special topic. as  research not done .  [

3.B. 68]

This of the subject independence the changes of the value system formed in the

years of independence due to the reforms carried out during the independence period

and today's fundamental changes, the search for effective ways and unique means of

this process have not yet been a special object of research in this regard. increases the

relevance of research.
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